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Here's what's
exciting & new
this week
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5 Tips For Modernizing
Your Bathroom
We all know a bathroom remodel is on
everyone's dream to-do list, but it isn't always
the right time or in the budget. Whether you
want to completely transform your bathroom
into a tranquil spa or just spruce it up with
some modern touches and decor, these tips
and tricks can tranform your space into a real
wow-factor! 

keep scrolling to read more! 



Mixing Metals
Mixing metals within your bathroom
is a true design trick for freshening  up
your space. Picking a dominant finish
amongst your metals is the most
important step. After choosing your
main metal, decide on one or two
accent metals to create contrast.
Maintaining symmetry within your
space by using each metal at least
twice makes certain it doesn't seem
like your accent finishes are a mistake.
You can always experiement on a
smaller scale with mirrors, wall art,
and decor before you transition into
bigger pieces within your bathroom
such as your faucet and cabinet
hardware. 

Mixing warm and cool tones or shiny
and matte finishes is encouraged for the
most modern transformation to your
space. Your main metal can be  a
brushed finish such as brass or gold
paired with an accent metal that has a
polished finish such as chrome and
nickel for contrast. Sprinkle in oil
rubbed bronze or matte black to break
up the tones or use these as your accent
metal of choice to completely modernize
and neutralize  your bathroom. 



One-Handle
Faucet
Any bathroom styled from classic to
rustic can be transformed by just an
update to the faucet. Changing out
your builder's grade faucet for a
modernized one-handle faucet is a
great place to start. 

Even if the traditional Chrome and
Silver are still your go to finishes,
transitioning to a one-handle faucet can
allow for a sleek yet elegant focal point
within your space! 

Pro Tip: Even if your existing bathroom
has a widespread or three-holed faucet,
one-handle faucets have the option of a
deck plate to hide those already drilled
holes.  
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Dispensers To
Match
To create a sleek and modern look
without completely redecorating,
bring in matching bathroom
accessories for not only a clean and
sophisticated look but for
organizational needs as well. This can
be used for contrasting colors or
metals within your space to tie it all
together or bring in a splash color to
liven up your space! 

Be on the look out for matching soap
dispensers, toothbrush holders and
storage jars to match with your paint
colors, accent decor or towels. For
even more of a modern look, switch
out your shampoo, conditioner and
body wash bottles for matching
dispensers for a minimalist look
within your shower, especially if you
have a beautiful glass shower door to
look through. Finding these simple
yet transformative bottles and jars
can not only make for a less cluttered
space but a seamless transition into
more modern styling.



Vanity
Hardware
Updating your vanity hardware
can be changed out in just a few
hours, yet transforms the entire
appearance and feeling of a space.
Choosing sleek drawer pulls and
petite door knobs that have strong
geometric shapes, clean lines and
bold finishes makes for a
minimalistic space that screams
modern and trendy.  

Although some of us are not ready to
go full modern, for a modern-yet-
traditional look, try long brass or
gold drawer pulls with clean lines.
This brings in some color to your
space that is still neutral enough to
play around with your existing
decor, space design and color
palettes. To transform your space a
full 180, try black hardware for an
elegant, bold and sophisticated look.
Natural wood finishes really pop
with the addition of black hardware
and can make an extremely modern
design. 
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Textured
Towels
One of the easiest ways to freshen
up and modernize your bathroom
is with a new set of towels. But not
just any towels, really spruce up
your space with textured towels
that add interest and the feeling of
being squared away in a luxe
hotel spa. 

here's what the
industry is saying

Wether you go with a bold color to
make your pace pop or a
sophisticated white that freshens
up the entire space, your
bathroom is sure to feel like a
completely different room just
with some new accent towels you
can fluff up and display. 
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